Temporal shape variations intuitively appear to provide a good cue for human activity modeling. In this paper, we lay out a novel framework for human action recognition based on fuzzy log-polar histograms and temporal self-similarities. At first, a set of reliable keypoints are extracted from a video clip (i.e., action snippet). The local descriptors characterizing the temporal shape variations of action are then obtained by using the temporal self-similarities defined on the fuzzy log-polar histograms. Finally, the SVM classifier is trained on these features to realize the action recognition model. The proposed method is validated on two popular and publicly available action datasets. The results obtained are quite encouraging and show that an accuracy comparable or superior to that of the state-of-the-art is achievable. Furthermore, the method runs in real time and thus can offer timing guarantees to real-time applications.
Introduction
Human action recognition has received and still receives considerable attention in the field of computer vision due to its vital importance to many video content analysis applications [1] . In spite of the voluminous existing literature on the analysis and interpretation of human motion motivated by the rise of security concerns and increased ubiquity and affordability of digital media production equipment, research on human action and event recognition is still at the embryonic stage of development. Therefore much additional work remains to be done to address the ongoing challenges. It is clear that developing good algorithms for solving the problem of action recognition would yield huge potential for a large number of potential applications, for example, human-computer interaction, video surveillance, gesture recognition, robot learning and control, and so forth. In fact, the nonrigid nature of human body and clothes in video sequences resulting from drastic illumination changes, changing in pose, and erratic motion patterns presents the grand challenge to human detection and action recognition [2] . In addition, while the real-time performance is a major concern in computer vision, especially for embedded computer vision systems, the majority of state-of-the-art action recognition systems often employ sophisticated feature extraction and/or learning techniques, creating a barrier to the real-time performance of these systems. This suggests that there is an inherent trade-off between recognition accuracy and computational overhead.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the prior literature. In Section 3, the Harris scale-adaptive keypoint detector is presented. The proposed method is described in Section 4 and is experimentally validated and compared against other competing techniques in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, the paper ends with some conclusions and ideas about future work.
Related Literature
For the past decade or so, many papers have been published in the literature, proposing a variety of methods for human action recognition from video. Human action can generally be recognized using various visual cues such as motion [3] [4] [5] [6] and shape [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Scanning the literature, one notices that 2 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing a large body of work in action recognition focuses on using keypoints and local feature descriptors [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The local features are extracted from the region around each keypoint. These features are then quantized to provide a discrete set of visual words before they are fed into the classification module. Another thread of research is concerned with analyzing patterns of motion to recognize human actions. For instance, in [17] , periodic motions are detected and classified to recognize actions. In [4] the authors analyze the periodic structure of optical flow patterns for gait recognition. Further in [18] , Sadek et al. present an efficient methodology for real-time human activity based on simple statistical features. Alternatively, some other researchers have opted to use both motion and shape cues. For example in [19] , Bobick and Davis use temporal templates, including motion-energy images and motion-history images to recognize human movement. In [20] the authors detect the similarity between video segments using a space-time correlation model. While in [21] , Rodriguez et al. present a template-based approach using a Maximum Average Correlation Height (MACH) filter to capture intraclass variabilities, Jhuang et al. [22] perform actions recognition by building a neurobiological model using spatiotemporal gradient. In [23] , actions are recognized by training different SVM classifiers on the local features of shape and optical flow. In parallel, a significant amount of work is targeted at modeling and understanding human motions by constructing elaborated temporal dynamic models [24] [25] [26] [27] . Finally, there is also a fertile and broadly influential area of research that uses generative topic models for modeling and recognizing action categories based on the so-called Bag-of-Words (BoW) model. The underlying concept of a BoW is that the video sequences are represented by counting the number of occurrences of descriptor prototypes, so-called visual words [28] .
Scale-Adaptive Keypoint Detection
Harris keypoint detector [29] still retains its superior performance to that of many competitors [30] . However Harris detector is originally not scaleinvariant. The reliable Harris detector can be adapted to be invariant to scale changes by joining the original Harris detector with automatic scale selection. In this case, the second moment matrix quantifying the scale-adaptive detector is given by 
The eigenvalues of the matrix μ(·; σ i , σ d ) characterize the cornerness σ of a point in a given image. The sufficiently large values of the eigenvalues indicate the presence of a corner at a point. The larger the values, the stronger the corner. As an alternative way, the cornerness of a point is examined by
where α is a tunable parameter. Note that computing the cornerness by (3) 
Suggested Recognition Method
In this section, our method developed for recognizing human actions in video sequences, which applies fuzzy logic in action modeling, is introduced. A schematic block diagram of such an action recognizer is depicted in Figure 1 . As seen from the block diagram, for each action snippet, the keypoints are first detected by the scale-adapted detector described in Section 3. To make the method more robust against time warping effects, action snippets are temporally split into a number of overlapping states defined by Gaussian membership functions. Local features are then extracted based on fuzzy log-polar histograms and temporal selfsimilarities. Since the global features tend to be conceivably relevant and advantageous to the current task, the final features, so-called hybrid features, fed into classifiers are constructed using both local and global features. Along next subsections further details are provided concerning the implementation aspects.
Preprocessing and Keypoint Detection.
For later successful feature extraction and classification, it is important to preprocess all video sequences to remove noisy, erroneous, and incomplete data and to prepare the representative features that are suitable for knowledge generation. To wipe off noise and weaken image distortion, all frames of each action snippet are first smoothed by Gaussian convolution with a kernel of size 3 × 3 and variance σ = 0.5. Then the scale-invariant keypoints are detected using the scaleadapted detector previously described in Section 3. The obtained keypoints are filtered so that under a certain amount of additive noise, only stable and more localized keypoints are retained. This is carried out in two steps. First, low contrast keypoints are discarded, and second isolated keypoints not satisfying the spatial constraints of feature point are excluded.
Local Feature Extraction.
Feature extraction forms the cornerstone of any action recognition procedure, but is also the most challenging and time-consuming part. The next subsections describe in more detail how such features are defined and extracted. 
Fuzzy Log-Polar Histograms.
First, we temporally partition an action snippet into several segments. These segments are defined by linguistic intervals. Gaussian functions are used to describe these intervals, which are given by
where ε j , σ, and m are the center, width, and fuzzification factor, respectively, while s is the total number of temporal segments. The membership functions defined above are chosen to be of identical shape on condition that their sum is equal to one at any instance of time as shown in Figure 2 . It is thus seen that by using such fuzzy functions, not only can local temporal features be extracted precisely, the performance decline resulting from time warping effects can also be reduced or eliminated. To extract now the local features of the shape representing action at an instance of time, our own temporal localized shape context is defined, inspired by the basic idea of shape context. Compared with the shape context [32] , our localized shape context differs in meaningful ways. The idea behind a modified shape context is based on computing rich descriptors for fewer keypoints. The shape descriptors presented here calculate the log-polar histograms on condition that they are invariant to simple transforms like scaling, rotation, and translation. The histograms are normalized for all affine transforms as well. Furthermore the shape context is reasonably extended by combining local descriptors with fuzzy memberships functions and temporal self-similarities paradigms. Human action is generally composed of a sequence of poses over time. Reasonable estimate of a pose can be constructed using a small set of keypoints. Ideally, such points are distinctive, persist across minor variation of shapes, robust to occlusion, and do not require segmentation. Let B be the set of sampled keypoints {(
representing an action at an instance of time t i , then for each keypoint p i , the log-polar coordinates ρ i and η i are given by
where (x c , y c ) is the center of mass of B, which is invariant to image translation, scaling, and rotation. For this the angle η i is computed with respect to a horizontal line passing through the center of mass. Now, to calculate the modified version of shape context, a log-polar histogram is overlaid on the shape as shown in Figure 3 . Thus the histogram representing the shape context of action is constructed for each temporal phase j by
By applying a simple linear transformation on the indices k 1 and k 2 , the 2D histograms are converted into 1D as follows:
The resulting 1D histograms are then normalized to achieve robustness to scale variations. The normalized histograms obtained can be used as shape contextual information for classification and matching. Many approaches in various computer vision applications directly combine these histograms to get one histogram per video and classify it using any classification algorithm. In contrast, in this paper, we aim to enrich these histograms with self-similarity analysis after using a suitable distance function to measure similarity (more precisely dissimilarity) between each pair of these histograms. This is of most importance to accurately discriminate between temporal variations of different actions.
Temporal Self-Similarities of Action Snippet.
Video analysis is seldom carried out directly on row video data. Instead feature vectors extracted from small portions of video (i.e., frames) are used. Thus the similarity between two video segments is measured by the similarity between their corresponding feature vectors. For comparing the similarity between two vectors, one can use several metrics such as Euclidean metric, Cosine metric, and Mahalanobis metric, and so forth. Whilst such metrics may have some intrinsic merits, they have some limitations to be used with our approach because we might care more about identifying the spatial locations of significant changes over time rather than the actual magnitudes, which is of main concern in applications such as action recognition. Therefore, we propose a new similarity (or more precisely, dissimilarity) metric in which the spatial changes are considered. Such metric is defined as
which can be easily normalized to unity, if desired. To reveal the inner structure of human action in video clip, second statistical moments (i.e., mean and variance) might seem to be not quite appropriate. Instead self-similarity analysis is of immense relevance to this task, which adapts this approach. Formally speaking, given a sequence of fuzzy histograms
. . , h m ) that represent m time slices of an action snippet, then the temporal self-similarity matrix is defined by
where 
Fusing Global Features and Local Features.
It emerges from the discussion in the previous subsections that the features extracted using fuzzy log-polar histograms and temporal self-similarities have been highlighted. Such features obtained at each temporal stage are considered as temporally local features, while the features that are extracted along the entire motion are regarded as temporally global features. Though we should note that each of the two types of features is spatially local. 
Such features are very informative not only about the type of motion (e.g., translational or oscillatory), but also about the rate of motion (i.e., velocity). With these features, it would be able to distinguish, for example, between an action in which motion occurs over a relatively large area (e.g., running) and an action localized in a smaller region, where only small parts are in motion (e.g., boxing). Hence significant improvements in recognition performance are expected to be achieved by fusing global and local features.
SVM Classification.
In this section, we formulate the action recognition task as a multiclass learning problem, where there is one class for each action, and the goal is to assign an action to an individual in each video sequence. There are various supervised learning algorithms by which an action recognizer can be trained. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are used in our framework due to their outstanding generalization capability and reputation of a highly accurate paradigm. SVMs [33] are based on the structure risk minimization principle from computational theory and are a solution to data overfitting in neural networks. Originally, SVMs were designed to handle dichotomic classes in a higher-dimensional space where a maximal separating hyperplane is created. On each side of this hyperplane, two parallel hyperplanes are conducted. Then SVM attempts to find the separating hyperplane that maximizes the distance between the two parallel hyperplanes (see Figure 4) . Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane having the largest distance. Hence the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. More formally, leting
+1}} be a training dataset, Vapnik [33] show that this problem is best addressed by allowing some examples to violate the margin constraints. These potential violations are formulated using some positive slack variables ξ i and a penalty parameter C ≥ 0 that penalize the margin violations. [15] 92.8% Wang and Mori [35] 92.5% Jhuang et al. [22] 91.7% Rodriguez et al. [21] 88.6% Rapantzikos et al. [36] 88.3% Dollár et al. [37] 81.2% Ke et al. [12] 63.0%
Thus the optimal separating hyperplane is determined by solving the following QP problem:
Geometrically, β ∈ R d is a vector going through the origin point and perpendicular to the separating hyperplane. The offset parameter β 0 is added to allow the margin to increase, and not to force the hyperplane to pass through the origin that restricts the solution. For computational purposes it is more convenient to solve SVM in its dual formulation. This can be accomplished by forming the Lagrangian and then optimizing over the Lagrange multiplier α. The resulting decision function has weight vector
The instances x i with α i > 0 are termed support vectors, as they uniquely define the maximum margin hyperplane. In our approach, several classes of actions are created. Several one-versus-all SVM classifiers are trained using the features extracted from the action snippets in the training dataset. The up diagonal elements of the temporal similarity matrix representing the features are first transformed into plain vectors based on the element scan order. All feature vectors are then fed into the SVM classifiers for the final decision.
Experiments
We present our experimental results in this section. The experiments presented here are divided into two parts. For each part, we summarize the experimental setup and the dataset we used. In this work, two popular and publicly available action datasets, namely, KTH dataset [16] and Weizmann [34] , were used to demonstrate and validate our proposed approach. To assess the feasibility/reliability of the approach, the results obtained from both experiments were [38] 96.6% Zhang et al. [39] 92.8% Niebles et al. [40] 90.0% Dollár et al. [37] 85.2% Kläser et al. [41] 84.3%
then compared with those reported by other investigators in similar studies.
Experiment-1.
We conducted the first experiment using the KTH dataset in which a total of 2391 sequences are involved. The sequences include six types of human actions (i.e., walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand waving and hand clapping). Each of these actions is performed by a total of 25 individuals in four different settings (i.e., outdoors, outdoors with scale variation, outdoors with different clothes, and indoors). All action sequences were taken with a static camera at 25 fps frame rate and a spatial resolution of 160 × 120 pixels over homogeneous backgrounds. Although the KTH dataset is actually not a real-world dataset and thus not so much challenging, there are, to the best of our knowledge, only very few similar datasets already available in the literature with sequences acquired on different environments. An example sequence for each action from the KTH dataset is shown in Figure 5 . In order to prepare the simulation and to provide an unbiased estimation of the generalization abilities of the classification process, we partition the sequences for each action into a training set (two thirds) and a test set (one third). This was done such that both sets contained data from all the sequences in the dataset. The SVMs were trained on the training set while the evaluation of the recognition performance was performed on the test set. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix that depicts the recognition results obtained on KTH dataset. As follows from the figures tabulated in Table 1 , most actions are correctly classified. Additionally, there is a high distinction between arm actions and leg actions. Most of the mistakes where confusions occur are between "jogging" and "running" actions and between "boxing" and "clapping" actions. This intuitively seems to be reasonable due to the fact of high similarity between each pair of these actions. To assess the reliability of the proposed approach, our results obtained for this experiment are compared with those obtained by other authors in similar studies (see Table 2 ). From this comparison, it turns out that our method performs competitively with other state-ofthe-art methods and its results are compared favorably with previously published results. Here we would like to contend that all the methods that we compared our method with have used similar experimental setups, thus the comparison is most unbiased. Figure 6 shows a sample image for each actions in the Weizmann dataset. Again, in order to provide an unbiased estimate of the generalization abilities of our method, the leave-one-out cross-validation technique was used in the validation process. As the name suggests, this involves using a group of sequences from a single subject in the original dataset as the testing data and the remaining sequences as the training data. This is repeated such that each group of sequences in the dataset is used once as the validation. More specifically, the sequences of 8 subjects were used for training, and the sequences of the remaining subject were used for validation data. Then the SVM classifiers with Gaussian radial basis function kernel are trained on the training set, while the evaluation of the recognition performance is performed on the test set. In Table 3 , the recognition results obtained on the Weizmann dataset are summarized in a confusion matrix, where correct responses define the main diagonal. From the figures in the matrix, a number of points can be drawn. The majority of actions are correctly classified. An average recognition rate of 97.8% is achieved with our proposed method. What is more, there is a clear distinction between arm actions and leg actions. The mistakes where confusions occur are only between skip and jump actions and between jump and run actions. This is also due to the high closeness or similarity among the actions in each pair of these actions. Once more, in order to quantify the effectiveness of the proposed method, the obtained results are compared qualitatively with those obtained previously by other investigators. The outcome of this comparison is presented in Table 4 . In light of this comparison, one can see that the proposed method is competitive with other state-of-the-art methods. It is worthwhile to mention here that all the methods [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] that we compared our method with, except the method proposed in [42] , have used similar experimental setups, thus the comparison seems to be meaningful and fair. A final remark concerns the computational time performance of the approach. In both experiments, the proposed action recognizer runs at 28 fps on average (using a 2.8 GHz Intel dual core machine with 4 GB of RAM, running Microsoft Windows 7 Professional). This suggests that the approach is very amenable to working with real-time applications and embedded systems.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, such a fuzzy approach to human activity recognition based on keypoint detection has been proposed. Although our model might seem to be similar to 8 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing previous models of visual recognition, it differs substantially in some important aspects resulting in a considerably improved performance. Most importantly, in contrast to the motion features employed previously, local shape contextual information in this model is obtained through fuzzy logpolar histograms and local self-similarities. Additionally, the incorporation of fuzzy concepts allows the model to be most robust to shape deformations and time wrapping effects. The obtained results are either comparable to or surpass previous results obtained through much more sophisticated and computationally complex methods. Finally the method can offer timing guarantees to real-time applications. However it would be advantageous to explore the empirical validation of the method on more complex realistic datasets presenting many technical challenges in data handling such as object articulation, occlusion, and significant background clutter. Certainly, this issue is very important and will be at the forefront of our future work.
